History Museum Checklist

Name: ____________________

Era: ____________________________

Person: ________________________

Outfit (2 pt)

_____ Creative (1 pt)

_____ Name/person (1 pt)

_____ 4 Visuals (4 pt)

_____ Visuals cited (4 pt)

_____ Variety (2 pt)

_____ Neat (1 pt)

_____ Creative (1 pt)

_____ “Button” (1 pt)

6 POINTS

Poster (1 pt)

_____ Name/person (1 pt)

_____ 4 Visuals (4 pt)

_____ Visuals cited (4 pt)

_____ Variety (2 pt)

_____ Neat (1 pt)

_____ Creative (1 pt)

_____ “Button” (1 pt)

6 POINTS

Speech (1 pt)

_____ Highlighted sources (5 pt)

_____ Paraphrased cards (5 pt)

_____ Sources cited (5 pt)

_____ Start with head down (1 pt)

_____ State who you are (1 pt)

_____ 5-10 relevant points (5 pt)

*Why important in history
*Other interesting facts

_____ Highlights of the era (2 pt)

_____ Logical order (2 pt)

_____ Practiced and fluent (1 pt)

_____ End with head down (1 pt)

15 POINTS

_____ Speech (1 pt)

_____ Highlighted sources (5 pt)

_____ Paraphrased cards (5 pt)

_____ Sources cited (5 pt)

_____ Start with head down (1 pt)

_____ State who you are (1 pt)

_____ 5-10 relevant points (5 pt)

*Why important in history
*Other interesting facts

_____ Highlights of the era (2 pt)

_____ Logical order (2 pt)

_____ Practiced and fluent (1 pt)

_____ End with head down (1 pt)

29 POINTS

Acceptable behavior

Overall effort

Score: _____/___ 50

Score: _____/___ 50